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Gift aids social work
practicum projects
BY ANN NICHOLSON

Watching Rob Seiler, M.B.A. '01, sink a putt at the Otin Open 2000 are, from left, John Santangelo,
project manager, auditing services, Monsanto Co.; Phil Cagney, M.B.A. '86, vice president, transaction
finance, Computer Sales International; and Mark Hall, M.B.A. '02. The tournament brought corporate
recruiters and Olin students together for a day of networking.

Students, recruiters mix on the fairways
BY NANCY BELT

Students from the John M. Olin
School of Business and
corporate recruiters from 15 firms
throughout the nation took to the
fairways for a day of enthusiastic
networking along with golf
during the Olin Open 2000
tournament Friday, Sept. 22, at
Far Oaks Golf Club, Caseyville, 111.
Fifty recruiters from leading
investment, asset-management,
consulting, banking, high-tech,
manufacturing and retail firms
took part, coming from both
coasts, St. Louis and points in
between. Some 83 students in the
school's master of business
administration programs — fulltime first-year and second-year
students and evening students —
played in the tourney.
Anheuser Busch, Bank of
America, Cap Gemini Ernst &
Young, Cisco Systems, Goldman
Sachs, Legg Mason, and Salomon
Smith Barney were among 18

corporations that paid $1,000 to
sponsor each of the 18 holes, and
students paid $60 to participate.
All 145 participants'enjoyed
lunch, competition and raffles for
prizes, drinks and dinner, as well
as the opportunity to make big
career connections during the
daylong event. Each foursome
included students and at least one
recruiter.
"Being able to interact all day
in an informal situation, as
opposed to having a s- uctured
one-hour interview, is a plus for
everyone involved — even for
those of us who don't play golf
well," said student organizer
Patrick Gilligan, M.B.A. '01.
That strong draw prompted
sponsors such as Guidant, a
medical products manufacturer,
to fly in recruiters from their
San Francisco and Indianapolis
offices for the firm's first Olin
School visit and brought recruiters from the New York office of
CIBC World Markets, an invest-

ment firm. Also among sponsors
sending recruiters were Deloitte
Consulting, Epic Partners,
Monsanto and Ralston Purina.
"This was a first-class event —
a very good opportunity for
business people to meet students
and hear what they're working
on," said John Santangelo, project
manager for auditing services,
Monsanto Co. "I met several
students who seem to be a good
fit for us."
Gilligan was pleased with the
day's events. "The recruiters
seemed very favorably impressed
with Olin students and the
tournament," he said. "It was a
great way for people to meet,
enjoy themselves and network, as
well as to enhance the Olin brand
in the job market."
Winning first place in the
event, with a score of 65, was the
team composed of Scott Sanders,
CIBC Worldmarkets, and M.B.A.
students Eric Hauser, Jason Kron
See Fairways, page 2

Social work practicum
projects helping at-risk
youths and faculty research
are the beneficiaries of a $100,000
grant from MasterCard International to the George Warren
Brown School of Social Work. The
grant also will provide scholarship support for graduate
students committed to remaining
in St. Louis for social work and
community service jobs.
"By reinforcing the George
Warren Brown School of Social
Work's ongoing community
outreach, field education and
research programs, MasterCard's
contribution to St. Louis will be
multiplied manyfold," said Dean
Shanti K. Khinduka, Ph.D. "The
grant will help provide badly
needed assistance to local
residents and agencies, while
strengthening research and
graduate education initiatives
destined to improve social
services well into the future."
Through the school's
practicum program, graduate
students spend at least 1,000
hours each on a social justice
community project. In the
St. Louis region, students pair up
with school, church and community leaders as well as health
providers and other professionals
at more than 400 local agencies.
That translates to "nearly a quarter
* million hours of volunteer service
each academic year to the benefit
of the region.
With help from MasterCard,
students will be encouraged
specifically to develop semesterlong field projects helping
families escape poverty through

job training and other assistance.
Supported projects will include a
job-training and language
program for new immigrants and
a transitional program for
recovering addicts.
Faculty research to benefit
from the grant includes the
Beaumont High School Academy
of Finance (BHSAF) and the
Choice of Life for Adolescent
Success (CLASS) projects.
Tbe four-year BHSAF program
prepares high school students for
jobs in financial services. Each
year, 50 freshmen enter the program, which includes paid summer internships at financial
institutions. The students participate in a matched-savings
program b^sed on the Individual
Development Account (IDA)
concept. IDAs — pioneered by
Michael W. Sherraden, Ph.D, the
Benjamin E. Youngdahl Professor
of Social Development and
director of the school's Center for
Social Development — now are
used nationwide to help the poor
build assets for investment in
homes, small businesses or education. Beaumont students use IDAs
to save money for college tuition
and expenses.
Led by Larry E. Davis, Ph.D.,
the E. Desmond Lee Professor for
Racial and Ethnic Diversity and
professor of social work, the
CLASS project involved a four- .
year study of how and why black
high school students decide to stay
in school and complete their
education. The recent study
surveyed and tracked students at
Normandy High School in north
St. Louis County; the MasterCard
grant will support analysis and
See Practicum, page 7

Debate changes Record schedule
The next issue of the Record
will appear on«campus
Monday, Oct. 9, followed by a
special commemorative edition
Oct. 20 with expanded coverage
of the U. S. presidential debate
between Al Gore and George W.
Bush, scheduled for Oct. 17 in

the Field House. Both the
current issue and the Oct. 9
Record will carry expanded
calendars to ensure adequate
notice of campus events. The
publication schedule will
return to normal with the
Oct. 27 issue.

Mysterious mounds
Students get hands-on experience at dig
BY DEB ARONSON

When people think of Cahokia
Mounds — if they know of it
at all — they think of Monk's
Mound. At 14 acres and 100 feet
tall, this flat-topped platform
mound is, indeed, the largest
prehistoric earthen structure
north of Mexico. But in fact, said
John E. Kelly, Ph.D., lecturer in
anthropology in Arts & Sciences
and an adjunct professor, the
Cahokia site is the largest Native
American settlement ever
inhabited in North America.
Kelly has worked at Cahokia in
one capacity or another for
almost 30 years.

Located eight miles east of
downtown St. Louis, near
Collinsville, 111., Cahokia was first
occupied about 700 A.D. By about
1100, Cahokia (named for a
subtribe of the Mini that lived in
the area at the time that Europeans first arrived) may have had
a population of about 14,000 —
greater than London's at the time.
No city in North America
surpassed that size until the
1800s. By 1200, the palisades —
elaborate wooden defensive walls
— were built, and the population
dwindled. By 1400 it was essentially abandoned.
Over the past several summers,
a handful of Washington Univer-

sity students have had a rare
chance to participate in excavations of some of Cahokia's many
mounds.
"This was an extremely
unusual experience — both from
my personal perspective and from
an archaeological perspective,"
said senior Corin Pursell, one of
the students who participated last
summer. "I felt thrilled and
privileged to excavate at one of
the foremost religious and
political centers of the Mississippian culture. I liked the sensation
of real discovery that accompanied field work: knowing that
which I find is something that
See Mounds, page 6

With the mammoth Monks Mound looming in the background,
senior Corin Pursell records data from the excavation of Mound 34
at Cakohia Mounds near Collinsville, III. Pursell and other Washington University students worked at the site with John E. Kelly, Ph.D.,
lecturer in anthropology in Arts & Sciences.
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Massive computer in place
Vital to learning about plant biology
potentially rendering them
obsolete.
The Danforth Center
The Donald Danforth Plant
cluster, assembled at a cost of
Science Center has completed
about $2 million, is roughly
installation of a unique and
equivalent in raw computamassive new computer system in
tional power to a Cray T3Eits Laboratory of Computational
1200/504, a $25 million
Genomics. The system will allow
supercomputer.
scientists to speed up signifiJeffrey Skolnick, Ph.D.,
cantly the discovery of genes and
director of computational and
aid the quest for improved
structural biology at the
agriculture and human health.
center and adjunct professor
With capabilities of 335 gigaof biochemistry, leads the
flops (335 billion arithmetic
Laboratory of Computational
operations per second) the comGenomics, where the system
puter cluster is the largest of its
will accommodate the
kind devoted to plant science and
tremendous data loads and
the 41st most powerful computer
demanding programming
system in the world. When
needed to
coupled
with
t mmmmmm
- T
create and
disciplines
analyze
such as bio"This
new
computer
computer
chemistry,
system is vital to our models
structural
of proteins.
biology and
scientists' efforts to
Skolnick is
cell biology,
increase our
widely recogthe system's
as one of
capabilities
understanding of the nized
the world's
will enable
biology of plants."
leaders in this
Danforth
field, having ,
Center reROGER N. BEACHY
developed
searchers to
novel advanced
better fulfill
computer algorithms that
the center's mission.
predict the folding of protein
Washington University, the
molecules into their threeMissouri Botanical Garden,
dimensional shapes. The
Monsanto Co., the University of
predicted shape can then be
Missouri-Columbia, Purdue
compared to those of other
University and the University of
proteins in order to suggest
Illinois, Urbana-Champaign, are
the protein's function.
partners in the center.
"Predicting the function of
"This new computer system is
proteins is the cornerstone of
vital to our scientists' efforts to
current biological research,"
increase our understanding of the
Skolnick said. "Mathematical
biology of plants," said Roger N.
prediction of protein folding
Beachy, Ph.D., president of the
is the latest tool used by
Danforth Center and professor of
researchers in the life sciences,
biology in Arts & Sciences. "The
system will make it possible to
allowing us to take full
modify plant metabolism in ways
advantage of the data from
that will lead to improved
the various genome projects
that are currendy deciphering
nutritional value, better drought
the gene sequences of
tolerance and increased insect and
microbes, animals and plants."
disease resistance in crops
Beachy and Skolnick are on
The addition of the kilo cluster
will enable our scientists to
second tours of duty at the
University. Beachy was a
substantially shorten the time
biology professor here from
required to elucidate protein
function."
1978 to 1991 before moving to
Scripps Research Institute in
The 12.5-ton "kilo cluster" is
Lajolla, Calif. Skolnick was
comprised of 1,040 Intel Pentium
associate professor of chemisIII processors, each running at
try from 1982 to 1989 before a
733 megahertz on a Linux-based
operating system. Clustering
1989-99 stint at Scripps.
individual processors is the
The system, supplied by.
newest trend in large-scale
Western Scientific Inc. of
San Diego, was designed and
computing because the systems
built specifically for the
represent significant cost savings
Danforth Center.
over the price of supercomputers,
BY TONY FITZPATRICK

Celebration Winners of this year's faculty achievement awards receive congratulations from their
deans at a ceremony Tuesday, Sept. 26, in Holmes Lounge. Carl Frieden, Ph.D. (left), the Alumni Endowed Professor and head of the Department of Biochemistry and Molecular Biophysics, received the
Carl and Gerty Cori Award, and Patty Jo Watson, Ph.D. (right), the Edward Mallinckrodt Professor of
Anthropology in Arts & Sciences, was given the Arthur Holly Compton Award. William A. Peck, M.D.
(second from left), executive vice chancellor for medical affairs and dean of the School of Medicine, and
Edward S. Macias, Ph.D., executive vice chancellor and dean of Arts & Sciences, celebrate with them.

Series celebrates giants of 20th-century physics
What is the difference between
"special relativity" and
"general relativity"? What is the
nature of "elementary" particles?
Why do we think that our
universe is expanding? Many
scientists have contributed to an
understanding of these scientific
discoveries, but a few stand out,
both for their science and for
their compelling personalities.
In the first Science Saturday
Series of the new century,
members of the Department of
Physics in Arts & Sciences
celebrate physicists of the old
century whose lives and work
have changed our world.
The annual lecture series is
sponsored by University College
in Arts & Sciences and the
physics department. The lectures,
which are free and open to the
public, will be at 10 a.m. in
Room 201 Crow Hall. No
registration is required.
The lectures are:
• Oct. 7 — Michael C. Ogilvie,
Ph.D., professor of physics, will
discuss "Bohr, Schrodinger and
Heisenberg," the founders of
quantum physics. Following Max

Planck and faced with experiments
that could not be explained by
classical physics, they created a
new quantum physics in which
Heisenberg's uncertainty principle
and Schrodinger's wave function
are key concepts. Bohr was
smuggled out of Denmark by the
Allies during World War II to work
on the Manhattan project.
Heisenberg headed the German
equivalent.
• Oct. 14 — Clifford M. Will,
Ph.D., chair and professor of physics,
will discuss Albert Einstein and
his relativity theory, which revolutionized our concepts of space and
time and made Einstein the popular
icon of the theoretical physicist.
Today, supported by a solid
experimental foundation, relativity
is central to modern developments
in astrophysics, cosmology and
elementary particles.
• Oct. 21 — Carl M. Bender,
Ph.D., professor of physics,
will discuss Richard Feynman, a
theorist noted for his extraordinarily popular freshman physics
course at the California Institute of
Technology. Feynman had
established himself with significant

contributions to quantum
theory, then attracted attention
for his dramatic demonstration
with an O-ring during the
inquiry into the Challenger
Space Shutde accident.
• Oct. 28 —Michael W
Friedlander, Ph.D., professor of
physics, will discuss Edwin
Hubble. Improvements in
experimental techniques
together with the acceptance of
special relativity led to our
picture of the universe as one
that is expanding at great speed.
Hubble had pioneered the study
of galaxies, self-contained
systems of stars that are separated from our home Milky
Way galaxy by vast and increasing distances.
• Nov. 4 — Matt Visser,
Ph.D., research associate
professor of physics, will discuss
Stephen Hawking and his
research area, quantum gravity.
Quantum gravity in its various
incarnations is now such a
widely recognized enigma that
many popular books are
appearing, including Hawking's
own "A Brief History of Time."

News Briefs
Saluting the city
The Campus Store in
Mallinckrodt Center welcomes
one and all to its "Salute to
St. Louis" from noon to 4 p.m.
Monday, Oct. 2. A number of
St. Louis institutions and
organizations will have
exhibits; a 20 percent discount
will apply on all clothing, gifts
and general books; and
visitors can enter a contest to
win a mountain bicycle and
other prizes. At 2 p.m. William
H. Gass, Ph.D., the David May
Distinguished University
Professor Emeritus in the
Humanities, and Lorin Cuoco,
associate director of the
International Writers Center
in Arts & Sciences, will be on
hand to sign copies of their
new book, "Literary St. Louis."

New rule on research
using human subjects
Beginning Oct. 1, the National
Institutes of Health (NIH) will
require that all principal
investigators and key personnel
in the design and conduct of
research involving human
subjects be educated in the
protection of human research

participants.
To comply,
those involved in
human
subjects
research
must complete a Webbased training program
(http://
medweb.
wusd.edu/
hscquiz) or
—■ *
LJ=fi
complete one Campus quiz:
This lantern
of two
sheds its light on
courses
offered by the what part of the
Medical Campus?
Center for
Answer below.
Clinical
Studies at the
School of Medicine.
This policy applies to all
principal investigators and
their key personnel, regardless
of their sources of funding.
The policy will be phased in
between Oct. 1 and Jan. 1,2001.
Theodore J. Cicero, Ph.D.,
vice chancellor for research, has
distributed a memo outlining
the policy and procedures. For
more information, call
935-5889.

Depression screening
On Oct. 5, National Depression Screening Day, members
of the University community
can learn an important
personal health statistic —
their depression score. The
Student Health and Counseling Service is offering free,
anonymous screenings and
free sessions with mental
health professionals at noon
and 1 p.m. in Counseling
Services, Room 215 Umrath
Hall.
The World Health Organization estimates that by 2020,
major depression will be the
second most burdensome
illness in the world, surpassing
respiratory infections and
tuberculosis. Teen suicide rates
have climbed more than
300 percent since the 1950s,
and up to 20 million Americans develop some form of
depression each year. Most can
feel better with treatment.
For more information
about the screenings, call
935-6695.
Answer: This fixture lights up
the east entrance of the Shriners
Building.

Fairways
Golf brings students,
recruiters together
- from page 1

and Dan Millman. Each received a
$100 gift certificate to Morton's
Steak House.
Rebecca Hamilton, M.B.A. '01,

Keoad
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one of 14 female students
participating, won four
competitive prizes, netting
$175 in gift certificates to the
pro shop and Amazon.com.
Total prizes awarded were
worth $2,500.
Gilligan added, though, that
the most valuable "prizes" were
intangible, in the form of
career connections now and in
the future.
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Medical School Update
Students learn to use
laughter as medicine
an entirely new side of
Dr. Abendschein today," noted
Chang dryly.
The School of Medicine is the
Abendschein was in character as
first U.S. medical school to
Professor Dude, an absent-minded
offer a credit-course in
clowning. The new selective, called academic with a red nose and size
the Medicine of Laughter, debuted 20 shoes. A giant stethoscope slung
around his neck reached to his
this summer and will be offered
knees. His "briefcase" was an
twice in the coming year. "I don't
oversized pair of men's briefs.
want to make all the students
With help from Nurse Sniggles
clowns," said Dana R.
(who in real life is dental hygienist
Abendschein, Ph.D., who teaches
Diana Patty), he rolled his brightlythe course. "I just want to expose
colored clown cart onto the
them to the ability of humor to
hematology/oncology unit. The
enhance the health of patients."
bemused students tagged along.
Abendschein is an experienced
What they saw was not like the
teacher and practitioner of
clowning who has made many visits movie. "We don't go in to wreak
havoc like Robin Williams,"
to prisons, hospitals and other
Abendschein explained. "We're part
places where people need cheering
up. He also is an associate professor of the staff, and we're here to help."
of medicine and of cell biology and The Clown Docs' first move is
always to check in with the charge
physiology who teaches more
nurse. Sometimes they're needed to
conventional courses.
distract a child who has to undergo
In the hew selective, students
a painful procedure, and other
review the literature about the
times they're directed to children
body's response to positive
who are bored or anxious.
emotions and how humor
Abendschein cheers them up by
improves a patient's hospital
experience. They also watch videos spoofing hospital procedures.
Trying to listen to one young
of clowning experts like Patch
patient's heart, Professor Dude got
Adams, the physician played by
tangled up in his stethoscope and
Robin Williams in the 1998 film.
had to ask the child for help. He
Another course requirement is
told another child that he was
making rounds with the St. Louis
going to draw blood — and then
Children's Hospital Clown Docs.
did so with a piece of paper and a
First-year students J.D. Wylie
red pen. Favorite stuffed animals,
and Herbert Chang were the first
parents, and even passing
to make rounds in the fall term.
They knew their teacher only as a
physicians were drawn into the
thoughtful researcher in coat and
comedy routines.
At first, the medical students
tie, and they were a bit startled
were hanging back, observing with
when they met him at St. Louis
interest but doubtful they would
Children's Hospital. "We're seeing
BY DAVID LINZEE

From left, first-year medical students Herbert Chang and J.D. Wylie, Dana R. Abepdschein, Ph.D., and
Diana Patty clown around for Jalen Johnson, a 9-month-old patient at St. Louis Children's Hospital. Chang
and Wylie are making rounds as part of the Medicine of Laughter, a first-year course in which students
review the literature about the body's response to positive emotions. Abendschein teaches the course.
ever be able to emulate the clown
docs. "I enjoy clowning around
with people my own age," said
Wylie, "but trying to amuse kids is
something else." Chang agreed,
asking, "What do you do if they
don't laugh?" But before the
rounds were over, they too had
been pulled into the act and were
sporting red noses.
The course grew out of the
Clown Docs program, the brainchild of Jane Abendschein, who has
been accompanying her husband
on hospital and prison visits for
more than 10 years. She also is a
secretary in the Department of
Anesthesiology. The Abendscheins
and their clown colleagues have
been making regular rounds at
Children's Hospital since Septem-

ber 1999. The program has met
with enthusiasm from patients,
faculty and staff. "They're looking
for things that are right with the
kids, while other health-care
professionals have to focus on
what's wrong," said Associate
Professor of Surgery Jeffrey A.
Lowell, M.D., who helped get the
program going.
Students who complete the
Medicine of Laughter course
choose a rotation in their senior
year in which they learn how to
develop clown-characters of their
own. This means learning how to
apply makeup and choose a
costume. More importantly, it
means drawing on their own
personalities and talents to create
a character. "If you're shy, you can

be a silent clown," Abendschein
said. "If you're quick and witty,
you'll work up a repertoire of oneliners. If you're musical, you'll be a
kazoo-playing clown." Secondyear student Li Ern Chen, who
took the selective this summer,
said that after rounding with the
Abendscheins she jumped at the
chance to take the advanced class.
She incorporated her skills as a
magician into the character of
H. Pocus, M.D.
As they left the hospital at the
conclusion of rounds, Wylie and
Chang were not sure if they were
going to take the advanced class,
but the seed had been planted. "I
know how to juggle," Wylie
mused. "Maybe that's something I
can use."

Gerald Fischbach to address
Danforth Symposium Oct. 4

M

Iedicine at the Millennium," the third William
H. Danforth Scientific Symposium, will.take place Wednesday, Oct. 4, in the Eric P.
Newman Education Center.
Highlighting cutting-edge
medicine, the symposium
was established to recognize
Danforth's long-time contribution to the University and the
School of Medicine. It is held
every two years.
The half-day symposium,
which begins at 1 p.m., is
designed for faculty, graduate
students and fellows, but the
entire University community is
welcome.
Gerald D. Fischbach, M.D.,
director of the National
Institute of Neurological
Diseases and Stroke and former
head of the School of
Medicine's Department of
Anatomy and Neurobiology,
will be the keynote speaker. He
will address "The Impact of
Neuroscience Research on Brain
Disorders."
"This symposium represents
a great opportunity to thank Bill
Danforth for his numerous
contributions to Washington
University and to showcase some
of our outstanding scientists.
With this year's focus on
neurobiology, it is an added treat
to have Gerry Fischbach return
to share his vision for the future
of neuroscience research," said
Charles F. Zorumski, M.D., the
Samuel B. Guze Professor and
head of the Department of
Psychiatry, who co-organized the
symposium with Philip D. Stahl,
Ph.D., the Edward Mallinckrodt
Jr. Professor and head of the
Department of Cell Biology
and Physiology.
Throughout his career,

Fischbach has studied the
formation and maintenance of
synapses. He is particularly
interested in the neuromuscular
junction, a synapse easily
accessible to experimental
manipulation. Fischbach
pioneered the use of cultured
neurons and muscle cells to
characterize the many mechanisms underlying development
and function of the neuromuscular junction. His current
focus is on trophic factors that
influence synaptic efficacy and
nerve cell survival.
Other presenters and their
topics will be: Phyllis I. Hanson,
M.D., Ph.D., assistant professor
of cell biology and physiology,
"Molecular Analysis of Neuronal
Membrane Trafficking"; Randy
L. Buckner, Ph.D., assistant
professor of psychology, of
radiology and of neurobiology
and assistant investigator of the
Howard Hughes Medical
Institute, "Images of Memory in
Health and Disease"; and David
A. Harris, M.D., Ph.D., associate
professor of cell biology and
physiology, "Understanding
Prion Diseases Using Cellular
and Transgenic Approaches."
Each presentation will last 40
minutes, followed by a 10minute question period.
Danfdrth, who began a
medical residency at Barnes
Hospital in 1954, served as vice
chancellor for medical affairs and
as president of Washington
University Medical Center from
1965 to 1971. He was named
chancellor of the University in
1971, a position from which he
retired in 1995. He now serves as
vice chairman of the Board of
Trustees.
For more information about
the symposium, call 286-0073.

Best Sellers and CappilCCIIIOS Helen Thompson, M.D., a resident in dermatology, takes a
break in the new School of Medicine Bookstore on the ground floor of the McDonnell Pediatric
Research Building. The 15,000-square-foot bookstore features textbooks, medical reference books
and equipment, best sellers and a wide array of gifts. It also includes a cafe, which has provided
25 percent of the bookstore's business since its Sept. 11 opening.

Aaron Ciechanover receives top scientific honor
BY DIANE DUKE WILLIAMS

Aaron J. Ciechanover, M.D.,
D.Sc, a visiting professor of
pediatrics at the School of
Medicine since 1987, received
the 2000 Albert Lasker Basic
Medical Research Award Sept. 22
in New York.
The Lasker award — one of
the nation's top honors in science
— was given first in 1946. Each
year, the Albert and Mary Lasker
Foundation in New York recognizes scientists who have made

significant contributions to
medical research.
Ciechanover, who also is
director of the Rappaport Family
Institute for Research in the
Medical Sciences and professor of
biochemistry at the TechnionIsrael Institute of Technology,
shares the award with two other
scientists. They are Avram
Hershko, M.D., Ph.D., professor of
biochemistry at the TechnionIsrael Institute of Technology, and
Alexander Varshavsky, Ph.D., the
Smits Professor of Cell Biology at

the California Institute of
Technology.
Ciechanover, Hershko and
Varshavsky discovered and
recognized the broad significance
of the body's mechanism for
destroying proteins. This process,
called the ubiquitin-mediated
proteolytic pathway, regulates cell
growth and division, playing key
roles in immunity, inflammation
and cancer. Ubiquitin, a small
protein that targets proteins for
destruction, is at the heart of
See Ciechanover, page 7
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University Events
Juan Sanchez print retrospective opens at Des Lee Gallery
BY LIAM OTTEN

Over the last 15 years,
Brooklyn-born painter
and printmaker Juan
Sanchez has emerged as one of
the most important Latino
visual artists in the United
States, melding personal,
cultural and political imagery
into large-scale works that
address issues of ethnic, national
and spiritual identity.
In October, the School of Art
will present "Juan Sanchez:
Printed Convictions," a retrospective exhibition that includes
almost 50 prints and related
works on paper, at its Des Lee
Gallery in downtown St. Louis.
The exhibition, which was
organized by and debuted at the
Jersey City Museum, opens with
a reception for the artist from
7 to 9:30 p.m. Oct. 6 and
remains on view through
Nov. 30.
Both the exhibition and the
opening reception are free and
open to the public. Gallery
hours are 4 to 7 p.m. Fridays,
11 a.m. to 6 p.m. Saturdays, 1 to
4 p.m. Sundays and by appointment. The Des Lee Gallery is
located in the University Lofts
building, 1627 Washington Ave.
Sanchez' idiosyncratic visual
vocabulary includes Catholic

of printing
techniques, from
lithography to
etching, serigraph, collagraph
and chine colle.
At the same time,
Sanchez, the son
of Puerto Rican
immigrants, is
deeply committed to the use of
art as a tool for
social justice and
dedicates his
work to the fight
against political
oppression in
general and to
the cause of
Puerto Rican
independence in
particular."Printed
Convictions"
marks Sanchez'
third project at
Washington
An untitled mixed-media print by Puerto Rican artist Juan Sanchez, from his 1991
University: in
"Rican/structions" series, is included in the exhibition "Juan Sanchez: Printed
1990 and again
Convictions," opening at the School of Art's Des Lee Gallery downtown Oct. 6.
in 1997 he was a
visiting artist at
the art school's Island Press,
iconography, Taino petroglyphic
the traditions of narrative
where he worked with master
signs, the sacred heart, Santeria
painting, Sanchez takes full
printers Joan Hall, Maryanne
objects, fragments of poetry and
advantage of the print
Ellison Simmons and Kevin
contemporary news photomedium's famous versatility,
Garber. The two works resulting
graphs. Though his brightly
overlaying and juxtaposing
from those visits — "Cielo, Tierra
colored works are often based on
images and employing an array

Exhibition
Who Juan Sanchez
Where Des Lee Gallery, University
Lofts building, 1627 Washington Ave.,
St. Louis
When Oct. 6-Nov. 30; reception for
the artist 7 p.m. Oct. 6
Admission Free and open to the
public

y Esperanza (Heaven, Earth and
Hope)" and "Soles y Flor Para
Liora (Sun and Flowers With
Liora)" — both are featured in
the exhibition. ("Soles" won
Grand Prize at the XII Latin
American and Caribbean Print
Biennial in San Juan in 1998.)
Several events will be held in
conjunction with "Printed
Convictions," including a
gallery talk with Sanchez at
noon Oct. 7 and a gallery talk
with Island Press master printer
Maryanne Ellison Simmons at
10 a.m. Oct. 14, both in the Des
Lee Gallgry. Additionally,
curator Julia Platt Herzberg,
Ph.D., will speak on "Art and
Life in Contemporary Latino
Practice" at 4:30 p.m. Oct. 25 in
Steinberg Hall Auditorium.
For more information, call
935-4643.

Millennium Medicine * Phantom Limb Pain • Proust * Elections 2000
"University Events" lists a portion of the
activities taking place at Washington
University Sept. 29-0ct. 11. Visit the
Web for expanded calendars for the
School of Medicine (medschool.wustl.
edu/events/) and the Hilltop Campus
(cf6000.wustl.edu/calendar/events/).

Exhibitions
"Eleanor Antin: A Retrospective."
Through Nov. 12. Gallery of Art.
935-4523.
.
"Juan Sanchez: Printed Convictions."
Oct. 6 through Nov. 30. Des Lee Gallery,
University Lofts bldg., 1627 Washington
Ave. 935-4643.
"Victor Hamburger Centenary Celebration." Oct. 5 through Oct. 25. Biology
Library, Life Sciences Bldg. 935-5405.

Film
Monday, Oct. 2
6 p.m. Japanese Film Series. "The
Family Game." Room 219 Ridgley Hall.
935-5156.

Tuesday, Oct. 3

4950 Children's Place. 454-6006.

Wednesday, Oct. 4
7 p.m. Eleanor Antin Film Series. "Music
Lessons." Gallery of Art. 935-5490.

Monday, Oct. 2

Noon. Molecular Microbiology and
Microbial Pathogenesis Seminar Series.
"The Listeria monocytogens Hemolysin:
The Intersection of Bacterial Pathogenesis
and Cell-mediated Immunity." Daniel
Portnoy, prof, of biochemistry and
molecular biology, U. of Calif., Berkeley.
Cori Aud., 4565 McKinley Ave. 362-7059.

11 a.m. Religious studies and Asian and
Near Eastern languages and literatures
lecture. "Spirituality in the New
Millennium." Huston Smith, author and
scholar. Graham Chapel. An informal
discussion with Smith will be held at
2:30 p.m. in the Women's Bldg. Lounge.
935-5156.

12:10-12:55 p.m. Physical therapy
research seminar. "Relationships
Between Spasticity and Strength in
Subjects With Spastic Diplegia Cerebral
Palsy." Sandy A. Ross, senior physical
therapist, BJC Human Performance Lab.
Classroom B110,4444 Forest Park Blvd.
286-1400.

4 p.m. Immunology Research Seminar
Series. "Cellular Interactive Proteins
Influencing Retrovirus Pathogenesis."
Lee Ratner, prof, of medicine, molecular
microbiology and pathology. Eric P.
Newman Education Center. 362-2763.

4 p.m. Bioorganic Chemistry Seminar
Series. "PolyAspirin: Biodegradable
Polymers for Medical and Dental
Applications." Kathryn Uhrich, assoc.
prof, of chemistry, Rutgers U., N.J.
Room 3907 South Bldg. 362-3363.

6 p.m. Near Eastern Film Series. "The
Destiny." (English subtitles.) Room 219
Ridgley Hall. 935-5156.

Monday, Oct. 9
6 p.m. Chinese Film Series. "Farewell My
Concubine." Room 219 Ridgley Hall.
935-5156.

Tuesday, Oct. 10
6 p.m. Near Eastern Film Series. "Intimate
Story." Room 219 Ridgley Hall. 935-5156.

Lectures
Friday, Sept. 29
9:15 a.m. Pediatric Grand Rounds. Annual
Philip R. Dodge Lecture. "Scrambling,
Doubling and Disabling the Human Brain:
Genes That Regulate the Development of
the Cerebral Cortex." Christopher A.
Walsh, prof, of neurology, Beth Israel
Deaconess Medical Center, Harvard
Medical School, Boston. Clopton Aud.,

4 p.m. Condensed matter/materials and
biological physics seminar. "Novel
Applications of Superparamagnetic
Particles in Biodiagnostic Devices." Jost
Diederichs, Quantum Design, San Diego.
Room 241 Compton Hall (coffee
3:45 p.m.). 935-6276.
7 p.m. Architecture Monday Night Lecture
Series. "CIAM Discourse on Urbanism,
1928-1960." Eric Mumford, asst. prof, of
architecture. Steinberg Hall Aud.
(reception 6:30 p.m., Givens Hall).
935-6293.

William Gass to give reading, commentary
William H. Gass, Ph.D., an
acclaimed writer who recently
retired as professor of philosophy
in Arts & Sciences, will present an
Assembly Series reading and
commentary tided "Retrospections" at 11 a.m. Oct. 11 in Graham
Chapel. The event is free and open
to the public.
Gass, the David May Distinguished University Professor
Emeritus in the Humanities, has
written numerous books of essays,
novels and short fiction. He is the
author of the novels "Omensetter's
Luck" (1966), "Willie Master's
Lonesome Wife" (1968) and "The
Tunnel" (1995); the story collections "In the Heart of the Heart of
the Country and Other Stories"
(1968) and "Cartesian Sonata"
(1998); and the essay collections
"Fiction and the Figures of Life"
(1971), "On Being Blue" (1976),
"The World Within the Word"
(1978), "The.Habitar.ions of the

Tuesday, Oct. 3

Noon. Cell biology and physiology
seminar. "Osteoclasts, Integrins and
Osteoporosis." Steven L. Teitelbaum, the
Wilma and Roswell Messing Prof, of
pathology. Room 426 McDonnell Medical
Sciences Bldg. 362-6950.

Word" (1984)
and "Finding a
Form" (1996).
Last year Gass
published
"Reading Rilke:
Reflections on
the Problems of
Translation."
Among his
honors are two
National Book Critics Circle
awards, for "Finding a Form" and
"Habitations of the Word"; the
Lannan Lifetime Achievement
Award in 1997; and the American
Book Award from the Before
Columbus Foundation for "The
Tunnel." Gass was elected to the
American Academy and Institute
of Arts and Letters in 1983 and to
the American Academy of Arts
and Sciences in 1982. This year,
Gass received the first PEN/
Nabokov Award, "celebrating the
accomplishments of an author

Wednesday, Oct. 4
11 a.m. Assembly Series. Olin Conference.
"Woman to Woman: Women's
Relationships as Friends and at Work."
Ruthellen Josselson, author and
psychologist. Graham Chapel. 935-5285.'
Noon-1 p.m. Genetics seminar. "Whole
Genome Assemblies of the Drosophila
and Human Genomes." Gene Myers,
Celera Genomics, Rockville, Md. Cori
Aud., 4565 McKinley Ave. 362-7072.
1 p.m. William H. Danforth Scientific
Symposium. "Medicine at the Millennium." Gerald D. Fischbach, dir., Nat'l
Inst. of Neurological Disorders and
Stroke, Bethesda, Md. Sponsored by WU
School of Medicine. Eric P. Newman
Education Center. 747-2680. See story on
page 3.
4 p.m. Biochemistry and molecular
biophysics seminar. "Protein Polymerization in the Round: Theoretical and
Experimental Investigation of Virus
Capsid Self-assembly." Adam Zlotnick,
asst. prof, of biochemistry and molecular
biology, U. of Okla. Health Sciences
Center, Oklahoma City. Erlanger Aud.,
McDonnell Medical Sciences Bldg.
362-0261.

whose body of work represents
achievement in a variety of
literary genres and is of enduring
originality and consummate
craftsmanship."
Much of Gass's energy has
been directed in the past decade
to the University's International
Writers Center in Arts 8c
Sciences, which he founded in
1990.
For additional information on
the Assembly Series, visit the
Web (http://wupa.wustl.edu/
assembly), or call 935-5285.

4:15 p.m. Algebraic geometry seminar.
"Homological Mirror Conjectures
According to Kontsevich." Kyungho Oh,
prof, of mathematics, U. of Mo.,
St. Louis. Room 199 Cupples 1 Hall.
935-6760.

Thursday, Oct. 5
Noon-1 p.m. Genetics seminar.
"Regulation of Genome Expression."
Richard Young, prof, of biology,
Whitehead Inst., MIT. Room 823
McDonnell Medical Sciences Bldg.
362-7072.
4 p.m. Alvin J. Siteman Cancer Center
Basic Science Seminar Series. "Genes,
Genomes and Molecular Signatures of
Cancer." Robert L. Strausberg, National

Cancer Inst., Bethesda, Md. Third floor
aud., Children's Hosp. 747-7222.
4 p.m. Cell biology and physiology
Erlanger-Gasser Lecture. "Doing and
Publishing Neuroscience in the 21st
Century." Floyd E. Bloom, chair,
neuropharmacology dept., The Scripps
Research Inst., La Jolla, Calif. Moore Aud.,
660 S. Euclid Ave. 747-4356.
4 p.m. Chemistry seminar. "Investigation of
the Photochemistry of Phosphoryl and
Sulfonyl Azides and the Reactivity of Their
Nitrenes." Vincent Maloney, prof, of
chemistry, Ind. U.-Purdue U. Ft. Wayne.
Room 311 McMillen Lab (coffee
3:40 p.m.). 935-6530.
4 p.m. Russian lecture."'Carnival' and the
Stalinist Thirties." Katerina Clark, prof.,
Yale U. Women's Bldg. Lounge. 935-5177.
4:30 p.m. Mathematics colloquium. "The
Ubiquity of Fluid Instability." Susan
Friedlander, U. of III., Urbana-Champaign.
Room 199 Cupples I Hall (tea 4 p.m.,
Room 200). 935-6760.
5 p.m. Vision Science Seminar Series.
"Transcriptional Regulation of the Collagen
a1 (IX) Gene During Eye Development."
Elena Frolova, research asst. prof, of
ophthalmology and visual sciences. Cori
Aud., 4565 McKinley Ave. 362-5722.
7 p.m. Art history and archaeology lecture.
Maura Reilly, visiting prof, of art history
and archaeology, will speak on the work of
Cindy Sherman. Gallery of Art. 935-5490.

Friday, Oct. 6
8:45 a.m. Annual Digestive Disease and
Nutrition Centers symposium. "Fat
Absorption and Metabolism in Health and
Disease." Henry Ginsberg, pwf. of
medicine, Columbia College of Physicians
and Surgeons; Arnold W. Strauss, prof, of
pediatrics, Vanderbilt U., Nashville, Tenn.;
and Bruce Spiegelman, prof, of cell
biology, Dana-Farber Cancer Inst., Harvard
Medical School, Boston. Co-sponsored by
Digestive Diseases Research Core Center
and Clinical Nutrition Research Unit Center.
Eric P. Newman Education Center.
362-2031.
Noon. Biochemistry and molecular
biophysics seminar. "Structural Studies of
the Lambda Repressor C-terminal Domain
and Its Interaction With the E.coli RecA
Protein." Charles E. Bell, U. of Pa.
Room 2918 South Bldg. 362-0261.
1:30 p.m. History lecture. "The Life of
Michael Harrington; or How Did a Nice Boy
From St. Louis Wind Up as America's
Leading Socialist?" Maurice Isserman, the
Kenan Prof, of history, Hamilton College,
Clinton, N.Y. Room 113 Busch Hall.
935-5450.
4 p.m. Anatomy and neurobiology seminar.
"Phantom Limb Pain: From Pain to
Memory." Min Zhuo, asst. prof, of anatomy
and neurobiology and assoc. -prof, of
anesthesiology. Room 928 McDonnell
Medical Sciences Bldg." 362-7043.
4 p.m. Hematology seminar. "The Copper
Chaperones." Jonathan D. Gitlin, prof, of
pathology and of pediatrics. Room 8841
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Playwright Julie Jensen
conducts Hotchner lab
Playwright Julie Jensen will
be visiting director of the
University's A.E. Hotchner
Play Development Lab, set for
Monday, Oct. 2, to Tuesday,
Oct. 10. The Hotchner Lab, now
in its sixth year, gives student
playwrights an opportunity
to interact with theater professionals and is sponsored by the
Performing Arts Department in
Arts & Sciences.
Jensen will work with two
students while on campus —
junior Peter J. Hanrahan, winner
of the 2000 A.E. Hotchner
Playwriting Competition for his
work "Caught in Carnation"; and
sophomore Marisa B. Wegrzyn,
runner-up in the competition for
her play "Polar Bears on U.S. 41."
As the 2000 Hotchner winner,
"Caught in Carnation," which
follows a pair of Roman Catholic
priests living in Carnation, N.Y.,
will receive a full production in
the A.E. Hotchner Studio Theatre
in April 2001.
In conjunction with her visit,
Jensen will present a public
lecture on "Saving the American
Theater From Within: A
Playwright's View," at 4:30 p.m.
Wednesday, Oct. 4, in Lambert
Lounge, Mallinckrodt Center.
In addition, each of the two
Clinical Sciences Research
Bldg. 362-8801.
6 p.m. Travel Lecture Series
"France." Dwayne Merry.
(Also 8:30 p.m.). Cost:
$5. Graham Chapel.
935-5212.
8 p.m. Romance languages and
literatures lecture. "Am I a
Novelist? Proust's Search for a
Genre." William C. Carter, author.
Co-sponsored by Alliance Franchise
and Soci§t6 Frangaise. West
Campus Conference Center,
7425 Forsyth Blvd. 935-5175. See
story on page 6.

Saturday, Oct. 7
10 a.m. Science Saturdays Lecture
Series. "Bohr, Schrodingerand
Heisenberg." Michael Ogilvie, prof,
of physics. Co-sponsored by
physics dept. and University
College. Room 201 Crow Hall.
935-6276. See story on page 2.

Monday, Oct. 9
4 p.m. Biology seminar. "Phototropism: Light-perception, Signal
Transduction, Hormone Responses
and Changes in Gene Expression."
Manni Liscum, asst. prof, of
biology, U. of Mo., Columbia. Room
322 Rebstock Hall. 935-6860.
4 p.m. immunology Research
Seminar Series. "In Vivo Analysis
of T Cell Migration." Ulrich von
Andrian, assoc. prof., Harvard
Medical School. Eric P. Newman
Education Center. 362-2763.
7 p.m. Architecture Monday Night

student plays will be given a public
reading — "Polar Bears on U.S.
41" at 4:30 p.m. Oct. 6 and
"Caught in Carnation" at 8 p.m. ■
Oct. 10. Both readings will take
place in the Women's Building
Formal Lounge.
Jensen, currently based in Las
Vegas, spent five years working in
Hollywood but now devotes
herself primarily to playwriting.
Her works include "Two-Headed,"
"Last Lists of My Mad Mother,"
"The Lost Vegas Series" and
"White Money." Jensen was raised
in southern Utah and holds a
doctorate in theater from Wayne
State University in Detroit. She has
taught playwriting at several
colleges and universities.
The Play Development Lab is
named in honor of A.E. Hotchner,
a 1940 graduate of Washington
University and author of numerous screenplays, novels, plays and
memoirs, including the 1966
volume "Papa Hemingway," which
recounts his long friendship with
the famous writer. His memoir
"King of the Hill," about growing
up in St. Louis during the Great
Depression, was made into a
feature film in 1993.
The lecture and readings are
free and open to the public. For.
more information, call 935-5858.
Lecture Series. Danelle Guthrie, architect,
Guthrie + Buresh, Los Angeles. Steinberg
Hall Aud. (reception 6:30 p.m., Givens
Hall). 935-6293.

Tuesday, Oct. 10
Noon. Molecular Microbiology and
Microbial Pathogenesis Seminar Series.
"Viruses and the Immune System: Who Is
the Pupil and Who Is the Teacher?" Grant
McFadden, Robarts Research Inst, U. of
Western Ontario. Cori Aud., 4565 McKinley
Ave. 362-7059.

Wednesday, Oct. 11
11 a.m. Assembly Series. "Retrospections."
William H. Gass, philosopher and author,
dir. of International Writers Center. Graham
Chapel. 935-5285. See story on page 4.
4 p.m. Biochemistry and molecular
biophysics seminar. "Chloride Channels:
Unusual Mechanism. Unprecedented
Architecture." Christopher Miller, prof, of
biochemistry, Brandeis U., Waltham, Mass.
Erlanger Aud., McDonnell Medical
Sciences Bldg. 362-0261.

Pressing iSSUe Art students under the direction of Lisa Bulawsky, assistant professor of
printmaking/drawing (center-right, lifting the artwork), used a city bus as an oversized printing press
last Saturday in the parking lot just north of Bixby Hall. The bus drove over a massive inked printing
plate, and the resulting image, printed on vinyl, was then hung on the side of the bus. The demonstration came as part of a workshop on public art sponsored by the School of Art and Arts in Transit,
a division of Bi-State Development Agency.

soprano, and Vera Perkins, pianist.
Steinberg Hall Aud. 935-4841.
8:30 p.m. Concert. Code Blue, jazz group.
Holmes Lounge, Ridgley Hall. 935-4841.

Friday, Oct. 6
8 p.m. Acoustic City Concert Series.
"Masterful Songwriters With True Grit." ■
Pierce Pettis with John McVey. Cost: $10
in advance; $14 at the door. Ike's Place.
935-7576.

1 p.m. Football vs. Trinity
U., Texas. Francis Field.
935-5220.

Sunday, Oct. 8
9 a.m. Women's soccer vs. Brandeis U.,
Waltham, Mass. Francis Field. 935-5220.
11:30 a.m. Men's soccer vs. Brandeis U..
Waltham, Mass. Francis Field. 935-5220.

Saturday, Oct. 7
8 p.m. Faculty Recital. Noel Prince, mezzo
soprano, and Henry Palkes, pianist.
Graham Chapel. 935-4841.

Sunday, Oct. 8
4 p.m. Liederabend. Maryse Carlin, pianist;
Paul Garritson, clarinetist; Patricia Wise,
soprano. Co-sponsored by music dept.
and Germanic languages and literatures
dept. Steinberg Hall Aud. 935-4841.

Sports

Worship
Friday, Sept. 29
11:15 a.m. Catholic Mass. Catholic Student
Center. 6352 Forsyth Blvd. 935-9191.

Wednesday, Oct. 4
10 p.m. Catholic Mass. Sponsored by
Catholic Student Center. Park House
Conference Room, South 40. 935-9191.

Friday, Oct. 6

Sunday, Oct. 1

11:15 a.m. Catholic Mass. Catholic Student
Center. 6352 Forsyth Blvd. 935-9191.

11 a.m. Women's soccer vs. Carnegie
Mellon U„ Pittsburgh, Pa. Francis Field.
935-5220.

Wednesday, Oct. 11

1:30 p.m. Men's soccer vs. Carnegie
Mellon U., Pittsburgh, Pa. Francis Field.
935-5220.

Music

States Championships. Forest Park.
935-5220.

10 p.m. Catholic Student Center
discussion. "How Would Jesus Vote?
Voting With a Conscience." Catholic
Student Center, 6352 Forsyth Blvd.
935-B9191.

Friday, Oct. 6
Sunday, Oct. 1

5 p.m. Women's soccer vs. U. of Rochester.
Francis Field. 935-5220.
7:30 p.m. Men's soccer vs. U. of Rochester.
Francis Field. 935-5220.

And more...

Thursday, Oct. 5

Saturday, Oct. 7

Monday, Oct. 2

8 p.m. Senior recital. Jamilla Upchurch,

10 a.m. Cross country All-Mo./Border

4:30 p.m. The Siteman Cancer Center

4 p.m. Friends of Music recital. Goh
Kurosawa, classical guitarist. Alumni
House, 6510 Wallace Circle. 935-5581.

Sports Section
Football falls
The Bear offense rolled up 4 18
yards and the defense turnec lm
another fine performance, b £
turnovers were the name of me
game as the. Bears lost 30-27 at
Albion College in Michigan
Saturday, Sept. 23. WU turn
the ball over five times,
including four miscues insic
its own 40-yard line, and
Albion cashed in with 13
points. The Bears took their
first lead of the game at 13-! "
with 12 minutes, 7 seconds 1 ett
in the third quarter. Albion
responded with 13 unanswe red
points, and two big Bear
turnovers helped the Briton '
hang on. Senior wide receive r
Cory Snyder tied his own
single-game record with 12
catches and moved past
Vernon Butler into first-plac e
all-time at WU with 130 car ;er
receptions.

WOmen bOOterS TOM

,
The women's soccer team made it
three shutouts in a row as the Bears
opened the University Athletic
Association (UAA) portion of their
schedule with a 4-0 win at Case
Western Reserve University Sept. 23
and then returned home for a 4-0
non-conference win over Cornell
College Sunday, Sept. 24. WU was
in a sharing mood all weekend as
four different players scored in each
game. Against Case Reserve, Junior
Stephanie Peters picked up the
shutout, her third of the season, in

NCAA Division I Eastern

Illinois. Susan Chou, who
finished with a personal-best
time of 18 minutes, 50 seconds
over the 5,000-meter course,
took top WU honors. Emily
Lahowetz, who had finished
first in the Bears'first four
races, placed 10th, just five
seconds behind Chou. The men
also fared well, finishing fourth
out of 14 teams. Junior Travis
Deutman was first Bear into the
chute, placing 17th with a time
of 27:06.

goal. Senior Jamie Rosen got the

Volleyball StrODg

shutout in goal versus Cornell.

_,. _
„ -, ,,
The Bear volleyball team

HarrierS llUrrV

continued its dominance of the

'
The Washington U. women's cross
country team continued to
impress, placing second at last
Saturday's Eastern Illinois University Invitational. The Bears
finished just 16 points behind

UAA, improving its all-time
conference record to 153-1 with
a 4-0 weekend at the UAA
Round Robin in Rochester, N.Y.,
Sept. 23-24. The Bears, ranked
fifth in the most recent American Volleyball Coaches Associa-

tion Division III poll, hit .490 as a
team in its four matches, and
didn t drop a game the entire
week end. WU continued its
succ< :ss during the week, pulling
out a 3-2 squeaker over Division
II So uthern Illinois University in
Edw irdsville Tuesday, Sept. 26.
The Bears are now 14-3 on the
seasc >n.
Me n

win three

starting the season 1-3, the
men s soccer team has won four
.
stral ght matches '■— including
three ■ shutout victories last week.
3ears began the week with a
2-0 \ vin over Maryville University
Sept 18. The Bears then proved
why they were preseason favorites
to be UAA champs, whitewashing
Case Western Reserve 3-0 Sept.
23. C )n Sept. 26, the Bears posted
their third straight shutout with a
2-0 v vin at Illinois Wesleyan
Univ ersity.
Attel

bereavement support program. For family
and loved ones of cancer patients who
have died in the past three months to two
years. Allen Berger, staff chaplain in
spiritual care, Siteman Cancer Center, and
Tiffany Tibbs, psychological asst. at
Siteman Cancer Center. (Continues
Mondays through Nov. 20.) Registration
required; call 286-1900.
6:30 p.m. University College short course.
"Current Trends in Neighborhood
Development." Donald J. Owens, dir.,
Community Schools, Rockwood School
Dist.'fContinues Oct. 9,16 and 23.) Cost:
■$80. Room 112 Eads Hall. 935-6759.

Tuesday, Oct. 3
Noon-1 p.m. WU Toastmaster for
Oratorical Readiness. WUTFOR, a
toastmaster club open to students, staff
and faculty, meets 1st and 3rd Tues. of
each month. Training Room A,
4480 Clayton Ave. 935-6001.
6:30 p.m. University College short course.
"Understanding Plant Biotechnology: The
Science and
Controversy."
Garland E.
Allen, prof, of
biology; TuanHua David Ho,
prof, of biology; and
Eric Richards, assoc.
prof, of biology.
(Continues Oct. 10,17 and
24.) Cost: $80. Room 210 Eads Hall.

935-6759.

Wednesday, Oct. 4
2 p.m. University College short course.
"Elections 2000." Repps Hudson, political
editor and business writer, St. Louis PostDispatch. (Continues Oct. 11,18 and 25.)
Cost: $80. Room 30 January Hall.
935-6759.

Thursday, Oct. 5
7:30 a.m. Continuing Medical Education
seminar. Annual symposium on obstetrics
and gynecology. Cost: $275 physicians,
$155 allied health professionals (includes
breakfast and lunch). (Also Oct. 6,
7:45 a.m.) Eric P. Newman Education
Center. To register, call 362-6891.
7 p.m. University College short course.
"Current Controversies on the Supreme
Court." Lee Epstein, the Edward
Mallinckrodt Distinguished University Prof,
of political science and prof, of law; Valerie
Hoekstra, asst. prof, of political science;
and Rachel Roth, asst. prof, of political
science and women's studies. (Continues
Oct. 12,19 and 26.) Cost: $80. Room 216
Eads Hall. 935-6759.
8 p.m. Creative Writing Program Reading
Series. Thorn Gunn, poet and Visiting
Hurst Prof, in English, will read from his
work. Co-sponsored by English dept.
Hurst Lounge, Room 201 Duncker Hall.
935-7130.

Friday, Oct. 6
1:30 p.m. Literary workshop. "Middle
Eastern Literature and the World: Literary
Encounters." Co-sponsored by the Center
for the Study of Islamic Societies and
Civilizations and the Committee on
Comparative Literature. (Continues
through Oct. 8.) Alumni House. 935-5166.

Monday, Oct. 9
8 a.m. STD/HIV Laboratory Methods
Course. (Continues through Oct. 11.)
Room 521 Becker Library (Oct. 9),
12:45 p.m. Room 551 McDonnell Medical
Sciences Bldg. (Oct. 10), 8 a.m. Room 521
Becker Library (Oct. 11). Cost: $60.
Registration required; call 747-0294.
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Race relations is topic
of October dialogue

BllHd!ng excitement The School of Engineering and Applied Science will break ground at 3 p.m.
Monday, Oct. 2, for the new Uncas A. Whitaker Hall for Biomedical Engineering in a ceremony on
the North Brookings parking lot. The 96,000-square-foot building will feature a 250-seat auditorium,
22,000 square feet of wet and dry laboratory space, and 12,580 additional square feet for a library,
student and faculty lounges, offices and a landscaped courtyard, among other facilities.

Mounds
Students explore
archaeological site
— from page 1

will actually contribute to the
archaeological record."
Although archaeologists have
been excavating Cahokia Mounds
for decades, the site and the
culture is still shrouded in
mystery. Kelly is one of several
archaeologists delving into some
fundamental questions — what
originally drew so many people
to a single location? and what
happened then to disperse them?
Although it is not completely
clear what Native American tribe
lived at the site (Kelly and others
believe they could have been
related to Dhegia speakers such
as the modern Osage tribe), it is
known that the mounds were
carefully engineered with
attention to good drainage and
stability, and that they supported
major non-residential buildings.
This past summer, University
students joined others from
Northwestern University, under
the direction of James A. Brown,
Ph.D., and the University of
Missouri-St. Louis, led by
Timothy E. Baumann, Ph.D.
Together they focused on
Mound 34, which was first
excavated in 1950 by a team from
the University of Michigan led by
the late James B. Griffin, the dean
of North American archaeology.
Later, in the mid-1950s, local
amateur archaeologist Gregory
Perino continued to excavate the
mound under the auspices of the
Gilcrease Institute of Tulsa, Okla.
Mound 34 was originally about
10 feet high and covered a half

acre. It is a rectangular platform
mound and had a building on its
summit. A lower terrace surrounds the east, north and west
part of the main platform.
Of particular significance was
the recovery of numerous small
engraved shell cup fragments
similar to whole cups from a site
in eastern Oklahoma. In
addition, the students excavated
effigy shark's teeth, raw nuggets
of copper and an engraved
fragment of a shell vessel.
Led by Kelly and Brown,
students excavated the back dirt
from Perino's excavation and
cleared up the profile wall of
his dig.
"Excavating is, by its nature,
destructive," Kelly said. "But
by exposing the face that Perino
excavated and examining the
back dirt from his excavation,
we're learning about the
stratigraphy of the mound, the
students are learning to map and
we're learning a lot about how
Perino dug."'
Mound 34 dates to about
1200, which is one reason Kelly is
interested in it. Based on some
findings from this past summer
at this mound, Kelly, Brown and
their students think it is possible
that this mound was the center of
certain rituals outside the
palisade as the population
declined and the community's
social and political structure
changed.
"By 1200 Cahokia is a much
smaller community than it was
before," Kelly said, "but it's still
very vibrant."
The still unanswered question
is what role this community
played within the larger region.
Kelly imagines Cahokia — and
its rulers — serving something
of a cultural or spiritual role

within the region.
"'Think of the influence the
Pope exerts," Kelly suggested by
way of analogy. "He may
dominate the lives of Catholics,
but he doesn't rule them per se."
Kelly believes that the social
structure at Cahokia was of that
sort: its rulers were more popelike than dictatorial or coercive
in any way. "It's a very human
impulse to come together to
celebrate," said Kelly, who sees
Cahokia as the kind of place
people congregated to celebrate
life and other events on both an
annual and daily schedule.
The Pope analogy notwithstanding, Kelly emphasized'the
importance of steering clear of
Anglo-European comparisons.
"We really need a Native
American perspective to help us
interpret the archaeological
record," he noted. "I'd love to
see Native Americans get
involved in this project."
Kelly is deeply interested in
both understanding and
conserving Cahokia and other
mound sites in the region. Heenvisions preserving as many of
the mounds as possible. He and
other members of the Powell
Archaeological Research Center
are working to purchase land
on which mounds are located
to make their dream a reality.
In addition, he and other
members of his group are
. talking to community members
about creating green space
linking the sites together — a
sort of Preservation Trail
connecting all the mounds
together much as they were
when the sites were occupied.
"This would be an easy way
to appreciate both the history
of the area and its natural
beauty," said Kelly of his vision.

Employment
Use the World Wide Web to obtain complete job descriptions. Go to https://hr.wustl.edu/ (Hilltop) or http://medicine.wustl.edu/wumshr (Medical).

Hilltop
Campus
Information regarding
positions may be
obtained in tbe Office of
Human Resources,
Room 130. West
Campus. If you are not
a WU staff member, call
935-9836. Staff
members call 935-5906.
Retention and
Academic Adviser

010017
Special Collections
Assistant 010019
LAN Engineer 010020
Director of
Communications

010022
Manager. Business
Development 010026
Administrative
Secretary 010032

Facility and Services
Coordinator 010035

Control Specialist

010056

Academic and
Financial Analyst
010038

Administrative
Assistant 010057

Data Entry Assistant
(part time) 010040

010060

Service Center Team
Leader 010042
Cataloging Assistant

010044

Media Adviser
Research Technician

MBA Records
Assistant 010076

010063

Associate Director,
Information Systems

Departmental
Business Manager
010064

010049

Financial Analyst

Licensing Case
Coordinator 010052

Administrative
Instructional
Assistant and
Technology Specialist Alternate Workflow
010033
Coordinator 010055

010095

Director of
Community
Relations 010062

Faculty Assistant

Data Manager and
Analyst 010051

News Writer/
Assistant Record
Editor 010074

010061

Coordinator for
Greek Facilities

Library Technical
Assistant 010050

Government Grants
Senior Specialist
010094

Licensing Case
Coordinator 010075

Associate Director of
Development 010045

010047

Mechanic
(bargaining unit
employee) 010072010073

010066
Lab Technician

010067
Senior Regional
Director of Major
Gifts 010068
Director of
Admissions and
Marketing 010069
Departmental
Secretary 010070

Research Technician
Senior Web
Developer 010096
Department
Secretary 010097

Project Accountant
010087

Input Output Clerk
010102

Circulation Assistant

Research Assistant
010103

Project Leader (part
time) 010234

Shuttle Coordinator
010104

Systems Manager

Administrative
Assistant for
Summer School &
Publications 010105

Associate Systems
Manager 010447

010078
Seismic Data Analyst
010079
Secretary/
Receptionist 010081
Medical Research
Assistant 010084

010088
Custodian, Lewis
Center 010089
Assistant
Accountant I 010092
Secretary 010093

Administrative
Assistant to Dean &
Director of External
Affairs 010099
Student Services and
Program Coordinator
010100
Supervisor of Cash &
Credit Operations

010101

William C. Carter, one of the
world's leading authorities on
the work of French novelist
Marcel Proust, will present a
lecture titled "Am I a Novelist?
Proust's Search for a Genre" at
8 p.m. Oct. 6 in the West Campus
Conference Center. The lecture is
free and open to the public and is
sponsored by the Department of
Romance Languages and Literatures in Arts 8c. Sciences in
collaboration with the Alliance
Francaise and Societe Francaise.
Carter is author of "Marcel
Proust: A Life" (2000) and "The
Proustian Quest" (1993). In 1998,
he co-produced the awardwinning PBS documentary
"Marcel Proust: A Writer's Life."
He currently serves on the
editorial board of the Bulletin
Marcel Proust and is a permanent

010267

Coordinator: Protocol

010452

Proust Lecture
Who William C. Carter
Where West Campus Conference
Center
When 8 p.m. Oct. 6
Admission Free and open to the
public

correspondent of the Proust
Research Center in Paris.
Carter holds a bachelor's degree
in French from the University of
Georgia and a doctorate in French
from Indiana University. He is
currently professor of French at the
University of Alabama, Birmingham,
where he has taught since 1975.
For more information, call
935-5175.

Campus Watch

010106

Medical
Campus

(reception immediately following
in the Women's Building Formal
Lounge.)
• Thursday, Oct. 5 — "Racial
Justice in the New Millennium:
Following in Judge Higginbotham's
Footsteps," featuring Ogletree, the
University Distinguished Visiting
Scholar and the Jesse Climenko
Professor of Law at Harvard
University, 3 p.m., Bryan Cave Moot
Court Room, Anheuser-Busch Hall
(part of the School of Law Public
Interest Law Speaker Series).
• Thursday, Oct. 5 — "Not PC
Jeopardy Game," 8 p.m., Ursa's
Cafe\ South 40.
• Friday, Oct. 6.— "How to Take
Action on the Issues," with Leslie
Brown, assistant professor of
history and of African and AfroAmerican studies, 11 a.m.-noon,
the Gargoyle.
• Friday, Oct. 6 — "Census 2000:
A New Picture of America,"
featuring Kenneth Prewitt, director
of the U.S. Census Bureau, 1 p.m.,
Brown Hall Auditorium (part of
the George Warren Brown School
of Social Work Fall 2000 Lectures).
• Friday, Oct. 6 — "The Challenges Facing Public Interest
Lawyers in Post-Apartheid South
Africa," with Asha Ramgobin,
director of the Law Clinic at the
University of Natal, 3 p.m., Bryan
Cave Moot Court Room,
Anheuser-Busch Hall (part of the
Public Interest Law Speaker Series).
The Oct. 4 keynote lecture and
discussion with Farai Chideya also
ties into a 10-week Student Unionsponsored program, "Election
2000: Our Concerns, Our Voices,
Our Votes." The series, spurred by
the Oct. 17 presidential debate
being held at the University, will
look at topics like "Faith and
Politics," "Debate Activities and
Ignored Issues" and "Foreign
Policies."
For more information, call
935-SUSU (7878).

William C. Garter, Proust
biographer, to speak Oct. 6

Administrative
Assistant (part time)

This is a partial list of
positions at the School
of Medicine.
Employees: Contact
the medical school's
Office of Human
Resources at362-7196. External
candidates: Submit
resumes to the Office
of Human Resources,
4480 Clayton Ave.,
Campus Box 8002,
St. Louis. MO 63110,
or call 362-7196.

Lab Technician

From a lighthearted game of
Jeopardy to destined-to-beintense conversations on
oppression, Student Union's
second annual Campus Week of
Dialogue on Race Relations
promises to stir a wide spectrum
of thought and emotion. The sixday series takes place Sunday,
Oct. 1, through Friday, Oct. 6.
"We're trying to attract all types
of voices to the conversation —
students, faculty and staff," said
Michelle Purdy, Student Union
president. "We invite anyone who
is interested in looking at the topic
of race from different viewpoints
and angles. The variety of programming should provide an
opportunity for everyone —
whether it's your first time
discussing race or if it's a complex
part of your daily conversation."
The week's events include:
• Sunday, Oct. 1 — Movie night
featuring Spike Lee's "Do the Right
Thing," 6, 8 and 10 p.m., WUTV
Channel 22.
• Monday, Oct.. 2 — "Regulating
Hate Speech?" with Robert
Herman, First Amendment lawyer
Who represents the Ku Klux Klan,
11 a.m.-noon, Holmes Lounge.
• Tuesday, Oct. 3 — "Race,
Culture and Religion in Relationships," 8 p.m., Mudd House
Library, South 40.
• Wednesday, Oct. 4 — "Election 2000: Race and Politics,"
featuring lunch with the Society of
Black Engineers and the CD
Players, 11 a.m.-l p.m., Lopata
Hall.
• Wednesday, Oct. 4 — "Pop
Culture and Race," discussion with
ABC news correspondent Farai
Chideya and legal scholar Charles
J. Ogletree, 3:30 p.m., Women's
Building Formal Lounge.
• Wednesday, Oct. 4 — "Race
and Politics," keynote lecture and
discussion with Farai Chideya,
7:30 p.m., Graham Chapel

The following incidents were reported to University Police Sept. 20- 26. Readers with
information that could assist in investigating these incidents are urged to call 935-5555. This
release is provided as a public service to promote safety awareness and is available on the
University Police Web site at rescomp.wustl.edu/-wupd.

Sept. 20
12:24 p.m. — A student
reported the theft of an ATM
card from an ATM machine in
Umrath Residence Hall, where
she had mistakenly left it. Her '
bank later notified her that
$500 had been withdrawn from
her account.

Sept. 25
2:48 p.m. —A campus store
employee reported that a

student was creating a peace
disturbance in the store. The
student was looking for a lost
wallet. The case was referred to
the judicial administrator. A store
employee later found the wallet;
$10 in cash and a ring valued at
$600 were missing from it.
University Police also responded to
10 additional reports of theft, an
■ additional peace disturbance and
one report each ofproperty
destruction, vandalism and an
auto accident.
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Notables
Introducing new
faculty members
The following are among
the new faculty members on
the Hilltop Campus. Others
will be introduced periodically
in this space.
Edith Chen, Ph.D., joins the
Department of Psychology in
Arts & Sciences as assistant
professor. She graduated
magna cum laude from
Harvard University in 1993
with bachelor's degrees in
history and science and
received a Ph.D. in clinical
psychology in 1998 from the
University of'California, Los
Angeles. Chen studies
psychological influences on
health among children. Her .
research interests include the
effects of socioeconomic
status on health, including the
cognitive and psychobiological
factors that might mediate
such effects. She also studies
psychological distress related
to pain and chronic illness in
children. She received a
National Institute of Mental
Health postdoctoral fellowship
at the University of Pittsburgh
School of Medicine. Chen is a
project leader for the Pittsburgh Mind-Body Center
funded by the National Heart,
Lung, and Blood Institute.
Nets Hawk Katz, Ph.D., joins
the Department of Mathematics in Arts & Sciences as
associate professor. He earned
a bachelor's degree in mathematics in 1990 from Rice
University and a doctorate in
1993 from the University of
Pennsylvania. Katz's research
interests are in harmonic
analysis and partial differential
equations. His awards include
a National Science Foundation
(NSF) graduate fellowship
(1990-93), a NSF postdoctoral
fellowship (1993-96) and a
NSF research grant (19982001).
Charles Campbell "Chuck"
Moul, Ph.D., joins the
Department of Economics in
Arts & Sciences as assistant
professor. He graduated
magna cum laude and Phi
Beta Kappa in 1994 from
Miami University in Oxford,
Ohio, with a bachelor's degree
in economics and political
science. Moul received a
doctorate in June 2000 from
Northwestern University. His
research interests are in
empirical industrial organization and applied econometrics. He has constructed his
own database for his doctoral
research to explore the
structure of competition and
the determination of release
strategies in the motion
picture industry. Moul will
teach introductory
microeconomics to undergraduates and industrial
organization to graduate
students.
Robert Pless, Ph.D., joins the
Department of Computer
Science in the School of
Engineering and Applied
Science as assistant professor.
He graduated from Cornell
University in 1994 with a
bachelor's degree in computer
science, and he received a
doctorate in 2000 from the
University of Maryland for
research conducted under the
direction of Yiannis
Aloimonos. His current
research interests include
computer vision, video
editing, virtual reality and
related questions in human
visual perception.

School of Social Work to honor distinguished alumni
The George Warren Brown
Board of Directors.
School of Social Work will •
Mayadas, professor of social
present its annual Distinwork at the University of Texasguished Alumni Awards, DistinArlington since 1970, teaches
guished Faculty Award and Dean's courses in direct practice, social
Medal at the school's 75th
psychology and research methodanniversary banquet Oct. 7 at the
ology. She was one of the first
University Club in Clayton.
women promoted to full professor
The 2000 Distinguished
at UT-Arlington. Mayadas
Alumni Award recipients are:
authored four books, including
Anthony Jenkins (M.S.W '63),
her most recent work, "InternaNazneen S. Mayadas (D.S.W. 70),
tional Handbook on Social Work
Stephen Rabinowitz (M.S.W. '81),
Theory and Practice." She also has
Linda Rosenman (Ph.D. '76) and
written chapters for more than
the late Ralph J. Koeppe (B.S.W
20 books and has published more
than 40 journal articles.
'51, M.S.W. '53). The awards
honor alumni who have attained
A recipient of the Torgeson
Teaching Award and the Canada
distinction in their careers and
Council Teaching Fellowship
share the characteristics of
Award, Mayadas was recognized
leadership, progressive thinking,
by the Journal of Intergroup
high standards, uncompromising
integrity, commitment, courage
Relations with the 1999 Best Lead
Article Award. Among her many
and confidence.
appointments, she was a visiting
The 2000 Distinguished
Faculty Award recipient is Martha ' professor at the George Warren
N. Ozawa, Ph.D., the Bettie
Brown School of Social Work.
Bofinger Brown Professor of
Mayadas serves on the National
Social Policy. The award recog.Association of Social Workers, the
nizes a faculty member who
Council of Social Work Education
and the Inter-university Consordisplays dedication and distintium for International Social
guished service to the school,
including exemplary responsiveDevelopment.
ness to students, scholarly activity,
Rabinowitz has worked with the
research capabilities, academic
New York State Office of Mental
honors and service to the
Health in increasingly responsible
community.
clinical and administrative positions
within the mental health services
The 2000 Dean's Medalist is
system. He currently is the deputy
I.E. Millstone (B.S. '27). Dean's
Medals are awarded to special
director at Manhattan Psychiatric
Center, which serves more than
friends whose dedication and
service to the school have been
1,000 clients.
exceptional. By providing sound
He worked for the Missouri
advice, pursuing high objectives
Division of Youth Services in
St. Louis before pursuing a
and inspiring the enthusiasm and
support of others, these friends
specialized concentration in social
policy, community organization
have made significant differences
to the school and greatly enhance
and administration at the social
its progress.
work school. In his current
Jenkins, a prominent leader in
position, he strives to develop new
the field of children and family
programs for the mentally ill,
services, worked for the Illinois
improve the quality of services,
Department of Children and
integrate services with local
Family Services for more than
managed care networks and
30 years. He retired as regional
improve the center's general
administrator of the Southern
rehabilitative philosophy.
Region, which excelled in all areas
Rosenman is a professor of
of child welfare. Throughout his
social work and executive dean of
career, Jenkins has been affiliated
the Faculty of Social and Behavwith numerous charitable and
ioral Sciences at the University of
nonprofit organizations as an
Queensland, Australia. She directs
officer, board member and
the schools of psychology,
volunteer. He has served on the
education, and social work and
school's Dean's Advisory Council
social policy, and oversees
and the Alumni Association
programs in political science and

Obituaries
Nathan W. Eakin, longtime music librarian
Nathan W. Eakin, who served
I in
i various capacities over the
last 38 years at Gaylord Music
Library before retiring June 30,
died of cancer Monday, Sept. 25,
2000, at his home in Maryland
Heights, Mo. He was 68.
Born in Burns, Kan., Eakin was
raised in the Missouri towns of
St. Joseph and Springfield and
studied organ at Springfield's
Drury College. Beginning his
sophomore year, he played organ
for the nearby Trinity Lutheran
Church but left Springfield to join
the U.S. Navy during the Korean
War. Following naval service,
Eakin came to Washington
University's School of Architecture
but transferred to the Department
of Music in Arts 8c Sciences, from
which he graduated in 1961. He
joined the staff of Gaylord Library
the following year.
Eakin became organist/choir
director of the Affton Christian
Church while still at student at
Washington University, serving
for five years before moving on to
Epiphany Episcopal Church,
where he stayed for three years.
Later, he would spend 11 years as
organist at the Bellefontaine

United Methodist Church and
then 19 years as organist at
the Normandy United Methodist Church.
A longtime member of the
American Guild of Organists,
Eakin was honored last May by
the group's St. Louis chapter as
Educator of the Year. In recent
years he also was known in
library circles nationally as the
editor of the Gaylord Music
Library Necrology, which, in the
mid-1990s, he and colleague
Paul Hahn had transformed
from a card catalog to a Web site
on the Gaylord Library
homepage. He also served as
necrology editor for Notes, the
journal of the Music Library
Association.
He is survived by his wife,
Carolyn Eakin.
A memorial service was held
Wednesday, Sept. 27, at Christ
Church Cathedral, St. Louis.
Memorial contributions may be
made to Christ Church Cathedral, 1210 Locust St., St. Louis,
MO 63103 or to the Wesley
Foundation of Greater St. Louis,
800 Natural Bridge Road,
St. Louis, MO 63121.

international relations, anthropology, archaeology, sociology,
journalism and communications.
After earning a doctorate,
Rosenman taught at Saint Louis
University and the University of
Missouri-St. Louis, where she
became associate dean in the
College of Arts and Sciences. She
has authored or co-authored four
monographs, written 50 journal
articles or book chapters, and
made more than 15 conference
proceedings presentations.
Koeppe worked for Kingdom
House, which offers neighborhood
services and provides various
programs for people in need. An
early pioneer in the racial integration of neighborhood groups,
Koeppe was Kingdom House's
executive director until retiring in
1978.
Koeppe served on the school's
Dean's Advisory Board, the council
of the Evangelical United Church
of Christ, the advisory group for
planning rehabilitation of the
LaSalle Park neighborhood and the
board of the Reformed Organization of Welfare. He also did
extensive fundraising for the
United Way of Greater St. Louis.
Koeppe died in February 2000 at
the age of 87.
Ozawa, who Was born in
Ashikaga, Japan, in 1933, earned a
master's in social work in 1966 and
a doctorate in social welfare in
1969, both from the University of
Wisconsin in Madison. She joined
the social work school's faculty in
1976. Ozawa previously taught at
Portland State University in
Oregon and conducted research on
Social Security at New York
University.
She has spent three decades
studying America's public assistance network, including studies

Ciechanover
Receives Albert Lasker
medical research award
— from page 3
the pathway.
Hershko and Ciechanover
elucidated the biochemical pathway
that marks proteins and found that
three enzymes act sequentially to
accomplish this task. Varshavsky and
Ciechanover then demonstrated
that the ubiquitin system for protein
degradation works in living cells,
playing a key role in regulating
cellular growth and division.
Varshavsky subsequently discovered
the first set of rules that dictates
which proteins are destroyed.
The discovery of the ubiquitin
system has revolutionized the

Practicum
$100,000 gift supports
school's outreach work
— from page 1
publication of research findings.
The initial phase of the project
was funded by a grant from the
Maternal and Child Health
Division of the National Institutes
of Health.
Additionally, the MasterCard
grant will support the work of the
school's alumni. While the
school's graduates pursue careers
throughout the world, a number
of alumni remain in the St. Louis
area as the top leadership and
front-line service staff at many of
the region's social service
agencies. The MasterCard grant
will encourage this pattern by
providing scholarships to social
work students who agree to seek
social work jobs in St. Louis

on Medicaid, Social Security and
other social welfare programs for
older adults, women and children.
She has published her work in
leading academic journals and has
written three books on social issues
in the United States and Japan.
Among her recognitions are the
University's Founders Day Distinguished Faculty Award and two
prestigious awards from the
National Association of Social
Workers — the Excellence Award
for Exemplary Service and the
Presidential Award for Excellence in
Social Work Research. She is a
consultant to the Missouri
Governor's Advisory Council on"
Aging and a member of several
other advisory committees.
Millstone, founder of Millstone
Construction Co., is a St. Louis
philanthropist and civic leader. His
company's imprint is on many
bridges, highways, major buildings
and public projects, such as Busch
Stadium, Malcolm Bliss Hospital,
the power plant at Monsanto Co.
and the fermenting tanks at
Anheuser-Busch Cos. Inc.
President of the Millstone
Foundation, which benefits local
charities, Millstone has served on
many community service boards.
A lifetime University trustee and
a member of the School of
Architecture's National Council,
he has made numerous generous
contributions to the University,
including a $1.2 million commitment in 1997 to support 60 annual
scholarships in the social work and
architecture schools, College of
Arts 8c Sciences and the School
of Engineering and Applied
Science. He received a bachelor's
degree in architectural engineering
in 1927 and an honorary doctor
of laws degree in 1994, both from
the University.

concept of intracellular protein
degradation. Early ideas centered
on an unregulated protein
incinerator inside the cell. But
scientists now know that protein
destruction is a highly complex,
temporally controlled and tightly
regulated process that plays
important roles in a broad array of
basic cellular events. And when it
malfunctions, it can cause disease.
Ciechanover has received
numerous other honors, including a research career development award from the Israel
Cancer Research Fund from 1985
to 1990, the Henry Taub Prize for
Excellence in Research in 1997
and the Use and Helmut Wachter
Prize of Austria in 1999. He also
was a Fulbright Fellow at the
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology from 1981 to 1984.

after graduation.
The MasterCard grant is part
of the company's ongoing
support of St. Louis regional
youths and education through a
variety of projects. The grant to
the University was part of a
combined $300,000 donation
that also benefited outreach
efforts at Saint Louis University
and the University of MissouriSt. Louis.
"MasterCard's support of
these three universities' programs
reinforces our commitment to
St. Louis youth and mirrors the
business areas in which we
concentrate as a global technology company," said Jerry
McElhatton, executive vice
president. "Just as our employees
are actively involved in making
St. Louis a great place to live,
work and raise a family, social
work students will use our
donation to gain hands-on
experience with local at-risk
children."
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Washington People
With a quick glance at
the hardwood desk
and stacks of papers
in his office, it's easy
to expect John Ursch
to be buried in administrative
paperwork. But don't judge this
book by its office furniture. As
head of Protective Services at the
School of Medicine, Ursch's days
are anything but routine.
And that's the way he likes it.
"Sometimes my officers would
probably like to bar that door and
make me stay in this office and
push papers," he joked. "But I like
being out on the street. I enjoy
being able to react effectively and
efficiently and make sure
everybody's safe."
A restless love of adventure and
a craving for the unexpected led
Ursch to continue his family's
tradition of military service when
he was 18 years old. .
He traveled the world with the •
U.S. Air Force. After four years, he
tried non-military life, but was

Transforming force
with big-picture view
John Ursch takes
problem-solving,
leadership skills
to medical school
police services

BY GILA RECKESS

immediately drawn back to the
seryj.ce. "I guess the Air Force
ruined me," he said. "The challenge of something different and
the chance to travel really stuck
with me." Only after 16 years in
defense intelligence did he finally
shed his military uniform.
Raised just east of the Mississippi in Jersey and Madison
counties, Ursch still thought of the
St. Louis area as home. He
returned in 1995 and joined the
Washington University team as an
officer. He felt comfortable here,
with a sense of camaraderie akin
to the military. "This is a very
tight-knit community, dedicated
to doing something bigger than
just making a dollar," he observed.
"Having been in the military, I just
can't picture myself in an organization that doesn't have a philosophical belief in its purpose."

Up through the ranks
He quickly moved up through the
ranks until, in November 1997, he
became director of the security
force. "I saw his potential," said
Walter W. Davis Jr., the assistant
dean for facilities and the chief,
facilities officer, who appointed
Ursch. "He has the right kind of
big-picture thinking, problemsolving and leadership qualities.
He inspires and motivates by
leading, not managing."
His colleagues all agree that
Ursch's military background,
though not necessary for the job,
benefits the medical school
community as it
continues to shape
him today. He
combines the
critical thinking
and mental
acuity
typical of
Army
Intelligence
with a good
dose of
common
sense. He
is highly
trained
for
emergency
situations.
Addi- ,
tionally,
according
to Davis,
Ursch is
articulate and
uses his keen
ability with

John Ursch, head of Protective Services at the School of Medicine, talks over traffic problems and
construction issues with bike patrol officer Paul Schermesser on the Medical Campus.

the English language to "stir
things up," provoking peers to
challenge accepted procedure
when necessary.
Ursch's military background
also has convinced him of the
importance of physical fitness and •
strength. According to Kenneth W.
Zimmerman Jr., a security
supervisor, Ursch is always the
first on the scene, outrunning
colleagues 15 years his junior.
In his three years as director,
Ursch has inspired large changes
in the organization. He transformed a force comprised mostly
of contract officers from outside
the University into a more
cohesive unit of in-house officers,
all trained above mandatory
standards.
"Before, there was a cuff 'em
and stuff 'em philosophy — there
wasn't a very good rapport with
the campus community," Ursch
explained. "Now we have a
community policing model. We
empower the officers to go out
and fix things before they break."
To him, the objective is as much
about customer service as it is
about law enforcement.
Said Davis: "He has created a
very intelligently applied organization that matches the fast-paced,
dynamic needs of the medical
school."
The change is apparent
throughout campus. Recent
customer service questionnaires
proved to the department that the
medical school community
appreciates the new force under
Ursch's command. Public reports
to security come in faster
now, providing a
^gL.JSj^j
realistic
windowfor
response.
Even

the name, "protective service,"
to be something new and
is designed to affirm the
something special. But it all
consumer focus.
comes down to the team," he said.
"Though the traditional
Looming over Ursch's desk is a
campus security image is that of
3-foot-tall anthropomorphic
'campus cops,' or rule enforcers,
fantasy creature, decorated with
we try to assist the campus
impressive detail. The statue might
community with security issues
seem odd amidst his papers and
and concerns instead of
portable two-way radio, but it is a
thumping the rule book,"
real glimpse into the life of the
Zimmerman said. "John has
person behind the desk. In
guided the department from
addition to his commitment to the
being a reactionary, callsdepartment and his enthusiasm
for-service police organization
for his team, Ursch gives VIP
to a proactive, communitystatus to his wife of 15 years,
oriented
Diane, a former military colleague
customer service
organization."
lohn Ursch
In military
intelligence,
Born Phoenix, Ariz.
officers piece
Raised Jersey and Madison counties, Illinois
together the big
picture with only
University position Director of Protective Services at
sparse input.
the School of Medicine
One of Ursch's
Family Wife, Diane; son, John Walter, 19
first supervisors,
Jack Green,
Hobbies Shooting, reading, politics, art
convinced him
of the importance of this
skill, and it has
"He has created a very intelligently
motivated him
ever since. "He
applied organization that matches the
had this knack
fast-paced, dynamic needs of the
for showing
outward serenity
medical school."
while constantly
WALTER W. DAVIS JR.
processing
information,"
Ursch explained.
"After watching him, I decided
and the artist behind the sculpture.
that that's what I wanted to be."
With similar interests in
Ursch himself might hesitate
reading and politics, the Ursches
to claim that he has mastered
spend most of their spare time
this analytic art, but according to
together at home with their dogs,
Davis, he successfully applies
Sadie and Lulu. He even lends a
these skills to identify core issues
helping hand with her artwork.
and address them with creative
"Diane has probably done more
solutions.
to make me a better person than
"He doesn't just plow ahead
anybody I can ever think of, both
in a roadway. He goes up in
personally and professionally,"
altitude and sees what's going
Ursch said. She has recently
on in the big picture. It may
decided to pursue a nursing
appear simple, but it's a
degree in addition to her work as
comprehensive approach of ■
an artist.
deliberately organizing and
Ursch also loves to shoot. "I'm
developing a combination of
not a hunter," he explained. "I
people and technology to
just like to go out and punch little
protect individuals and their
holes in paper. I find it calming."
property," Davis said.
Though he loves his wife and
For Ursch, it's a continual
the serenity of his Illinois home,
process of changing perceptions
the restlessness and yearning for
and awareness. "The goal is for
the unexpected that once drew
people to have faith that there's
him to the Air Force continue to
a quality professional force out
drive him today, making it
there protecting them and to
difficult to surrender to a 9-to-5
convince them that they're a
life. "I'm not married to my
partner in this whole process,"
work," he said, and he tries hard
he explained.
to live up to it. But with responsiTo do so, he relies on the
bility for the well-being of
well-trained, diverse team of
the medical school's students,
officers molded specifically for
staff and faculty, he readily
the community they serve.
admitted, "there's more to it than
"Every day has the opportunity
just a job."

